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Mr. Chairman, Members of the Suboommittee: 

I am pleesed to be here today to disoueb menagement issues 8t the 

Nations1 Aeroneutioe and Speoe Adminiatration (NASA). My oomments 

will primarily refleot the major assignments we have performed at 

NASA within the last 4 years. As you requested, I will put my 

comments about these issues in the framework of the experience we 

have gained from performing general management reviews of executive 

branch agenoies generally. 

PERSPECTIVE ON GENERAL 
MANAGEMENT REVIBWS 

In the early 19808, GAO began to conduct broad, general reviews of 

the mansgement of executive agencies. The overall objective of 

these general management reviews is to determine the need for 

improved management by focusing on how well an agency's policies, 

prooedures, and systems contribute to 8CCOmpliShing its mission. 

Specifically, our basic approach to these reviews is designed to 

assess how well management 

-- systematically identifies and resolves emer$ing policy issues 

in ways that avoid or mitigate crises, 

-- provides effective direction and control of major program 

operations to accomplish program objeotives, and 
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-- ensures that effeotive administrative systems are in place to 

s8f0gU8rd federal resouroes and support polioy-makers' 

information nesde. 

The most oommon iasuas emerging from our general management reviews 

oonoern baeio management aotivities, suoh as developing strategic 

planning systems to prep8re the agency for future challenges; 

dealing with leadership problems that result from a high rate of 

turnover and leak of aocountability; addressing long-standing 

problems involving informstion resourues management, financial 

man8gement, and internal controls; 8nd focusing on how managers and 

workers are recruited and trained. 

The issues addressed durina our general management reviews can 

generally be grouped under the following six topics: 

(1) strategic planning, (2) organizational management, (3) human 

re6ources management, (4) program and project menagement, 

(5) financial management, and (6) information management. I will 

discuss our NASA work in the framework of these topics. 

MANAGEMENT ISSUES IN NASA 

Since early 1988, we have issued over 40 products presenting the 

results of our major essignments at NASA. As you can see from the 

list we have attaohed to this testimony, these products have 

addressed 8 wide variety of subjects. When we categorize our work 
'( 
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into the eix management topios, we see that the extent each topic 

is oovered varies widely, from 2 produots addressing strategic 

planning to 20 produots foousing primarily on program and projeot 

management. The extent and nature of my remarks w,ill refleot 

these differences. 

StratePio Planning 

In late 1988, when we issued two reports on strategic planning in 

NASA, all signs were pointing to the completion of the planning 

prooetss throughout the agenoy and to the issuanoe of agencywide 

and program offioe strategic plans. We expressed our support for 

the streteglio planning process and urged NASA to set a timetable 

for completing the proaesa and issuing a strategic plan. However, 

several year0 later, the NASA-wide and some program office 

strategic plans are still not issued, 

Subsequent to the issuance of our 1988 reports, NASA eliminated its 

Office of Planning, and the development of an overall strategic 

plan was put on hold. In July 1990, the Administrator renewed 

efforts to devise a NASA-wide strategic plan under the guidance of 

a committee made up of the Administrator, Deputy Administrator, 

Associate Deputy Administrator, Assistant Deputy Administrator, 

and the four program offioe Associate Administrators. Then a 

series of events aBein put the overall strategic plan on hold-- 

the Hubble Space Telescope problem; the space ahuttle hydrogen 
. 
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leaks; the debates over the Space Station's puI‘poseJ design, and 

cllost; end the Augustine end Stsfford Committees' work on the 

future of the U.S. speoe program and on human epaoe exploration. 

Stretegio planning efforts resumed once more in March 1991, and a 

draft strategic plan is awaiting the Administrator's approval. In 

addition, two of NASA's four major program offices have prepared 

strategic pl&n8J and the other two are in the process of doing so. 

We seid in 1988 that "if NASA is to provide the technological 

leadership necessary to put the United States at the forefront of 

edvancements in aeronautics, epace science, and exphrationJ it 

must develop a strategic plan which clearly states its vision for 

the future and the steps to realize that future in an affordable 

manner." We still believe this and continue to encourage NASA to 

prepare and periodiaally update such plans at the agencywide and 

program cffiae levels. 

Ortianizational Management 

The main issue arising from our work in the organizational 

management area centers around the need to strengthen headquarters' 

oversight of the field oentera. NASA operates largely in a 

decentralized fashion under which field centers have aonsiderable 

operating latitude. For this approach to work effectively, we 

believe that there should be both heedquarters' guidance, in the 
w 
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form of polioies and standard6 that set out cllear expeotation8J 

and heedquartersJ overeiaht to help ensure re88Onably oonsistent 

and adequate agenoywide perform8noe. When headquarters' guidance 

end oversight sre ineffeotive, there im inoreased risk of 

inoonoiotent and substandard performanoe 80~0~~ the agency. Thie 

risk o&n be exacerbated in times of soarce resources when a natural 

competition developa between what I will call housekeeping and 

support activities and the relentless pressures to maintain the 

pace of programs. Our work in NASA has shown the need for improved 

headquertere' guidanoe and oversight of field center activities in 

a number of sreae --principally environmental aontrol, facilities' 

maintenanoe, 8OientifiO date man&gementJ and procurement 

management. 

We recently reported on the centers' widely varying compliance with 

environmental regulations. We pointed out that NASA headquarters 

did not have an agencywide strategy for PreventingJ or mitigating 

and oontrollingJ environmental pollution. We recommended a series 

of actions designed to strengthen NASA's environmental management, 

including the establishment of an agencywide implementation 

strategy, the identification of funding requirements, and periodic 

audits of the centers' regulatory compliance. 

We made similar reoommendations in our report earlier this year on 

facilities' meintenance. Here again, the centers lacked 

headquarters' guidance on the scheduling and funding of facility 
') 
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repairs, While some oenters were strongly oommitted to performing 

eoheduled msintensnoe, athere did not assign maintenance high 

priority end tended to defer it when faoed with 8 funding orunoh, 

thu8 rsi8ing the risk of equipment failures and oostly repairs. 

One of NASA’s key informetion management reeponsibilities is the 

identification and preservetion of valuable scientific d8t8. Last 

yeer we reported thet NASA's data management policies and 

prooedures were not 8deqU8te to protect space science data. 

Speoifioally, lete last year we noted that NASA was not archiving 

data from Borne important missions and was not requiring missions to 

hsve data manegement plens. Earlier in 1990 we h8d disclosed 

widely varying 8nd potentially harmful physical storage practices. 

These two reports set out a series of recommendations designed 

principally to establish more effective management controls for 

properly storing space soienoe data and for identifying and 

archiving those data having potential long-term scientifio value. 

Some of our past and ongoing work, especially in the procurement 

management area, also supports our view that NASA headquarters 

needs to be doing more to establish and enforce performance 

expec.tations and operational requirements at the field centers. 

In late 1988, we reported that the Marshall Space Flight Center had 

not properly followed the requirements of the Competition in 

COntr8Oting Aot in 8 nOnOOmpetitiVe procurement Of 8lmOSt 
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$3 billion worth of parts end fabrioation eervioee for the spaoe 

shuttle'e external tenks, 

Under work to be reported Soon to this subcommittee, we developed 

statiatioslly valid setimatee of ooet inoreasee and time extensions 

experienoed under oontraots awarded by NASA's four lsrgeet 

procurement centers (Goddard, Mershall, Kennedy, and Johnson). 

These centers spend over 70 percent of NASA's annual procurement 

budget of more than $12 billion. Our work showed some notable 

differenoes in oontrsot ooet inoreese and time extension growth 

rates by oenter, type of uontraot, and oontrect product. We are 

ourrently discussing these differences and the potential mttnagement 

usefulnese of such analyses with NASA procurement policy officials. 

We also reviewed the specific circumstances involved in nearly 70 

modifiaations and releted contract actions on some of the contracts 

in our semple. Our work disclosed 8bout 30 instances of 

noncompliance with governmentwide, agencywide, or field center 

procurement requirements, Specific types of major problems we 

identified at one or more of the centers included 

-- contracting officers' technical representatives acting outside 

the ecope of their suthority, 

-- chenge orders not definitized in a timely manner, 

-- technical and cost evaluation8 being performed inadequately, and 



me oontraoting offioers improperly adding new work noncompetitively 

to existing oontraote. 

Msny of the problems we have identified in our reoent proourem ent 

work have been known to NASA for some time. Just this pest ye8r 

the agenoy reported thet it w&s not able to 8deqU8tely oversee its 

contraotors. NASA wants to assign more people to the task and is 

also examining where it m ight improve other aspeots of procurement 

menegement, including personnel training, subcontract oversight, 

and oontrsot edministration delegetions. We believe our work can 

help NASA deoide the type, soope, and pace of ohengee it needs to 

make in suoh &re&s ae the numbers and types of proourement 

personnel, their training requirements, supervisory review of their 

efforts, and other management oversight activities. 

Human Resources Management 

Our work in the human resources management area holds some good 

news for NASA. We recently reported on the results of our survey 

of the retirement intentions of the large numbers of N 'ASA 

scientists and engineers who were or would soon be eligible for 

voluntary retirement. Our survey results indicated that annual 

retirements agencywide were highly likely to be within or below the 

normally expeoted rate for scientists and engineers. A  normal 

retirement rate will provide NASA mansgement with the time needed 

V  
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to plan the replaoement of its most experienced scientists and 

engineers. 

Our work in this 8188 8160 showed that NASA still attraoted large 

numbers of high-quality soientists and engineers. About 2,500 

soientiets end engineers were hired in 1989 and 1990, and the 

agency oontinued to have many more applicants than it had positions 

to fill. In addition, an internal NASA study concluded that the 

agenoy was hiring highly qualified scientists and engineers, a view 

shared by the soientists and engineers who recruit for the four 

oenters we visited during our review. 

NASA's ability to attraot high-quality scientists 8nd engineers 

does not mean that NASA always gets the most highly prized 

recruits, or that it does not lose good employees 8s individuals 

meke personal oareer choioes. Nor does it mean that NASA does not 

have diffioulty in filling its needs in highly specialized 

scientific end engineering fields, including microgravity, 

robotics, and artificial intelligence. Overall, however, we 

believe that NASA has done a commendable job in managing the 

continuity and quality of its scientific and engineering work force 

in a very competitive environment. The overriding question is 

whether it can continue to do so if this competition increases in 

future years, 
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Program and Projeot Management 

Our largest body of work et NASA in reoent years relates to program 

and projeot management. We have reviewed the oost, eohedule, and 

perforranoe status of msny major projeots, inoluding deep spaoe 

missions, Spaoe Station Freedom, the Orbital Maneuvering Vehicle, 

and the next generation of geostationary weather satellites. The 

dominant theme emergina from this work is the management 

ohallenses NASA faces in identifying and mitigating developmental 

problems thet significantly and sdversely affect projects' cost, 

sohedule, and performanoe. Cleerly, this is no easy task on 

teohnologioally chsllenping 8nd high-risk projects that, in 

8ddition to their inherent complexity, may also be affected by 

external factors, such as launch delays and year-to-year funding 

instability. 

Even though some faators with cost, sohedule, and performance 

implications are beyond NASA's control others are not. In some 

instances, NASA has been slow to act in overseeing project 

development activities. For example,‘ NASA reduced or eliminated 

planned capabilities of a reusable transporter for earth-orbiting 

satellites (the Orbital Maneuvering Vehicle) to such an extent that 

it was no longer needed. Last summer we sent a draft report to 

NASA reoommending thet the project be terminated. Shortly 

thereefter, NASA terminated the project, oiting budget8ry 

pressures and the lack of a firm, near-term requirement. 
* 
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Just last week we reported on the status of efforts to develop the 

next generation of peostetionary weather satellites. We described 

NASA'8 inadsquste manaaement of the projeot, inoluding the laok of 

the detailed engineering analyses that typioally precedes the award 

of oontreats for developmental systems and the limited post-award 

teohnioal oversight of instrument development activities. 

Until reoently, NASA limited its project cost estimates to the 

oost of those projeot aotivities to be funded under the research 

end development budget aooount of its appropriation. Project oost 

estimates did not inolude projeot-related aotivities being funded 

under other aooounts in its appropriation, such as launch costs 

funded by the space flight account. We believe that this practice 

hurt NASA's credibility, For example, it is difficult to 

understand the logio of excluding the cost of launch from the 

over811 oost estimate for 8 space-besed projeot. 

In rtddition, the more limited estimates, which may have initially 

helped to win support for a project, can return to haunt the 

agency. For example, we reported in July 1987 on the limitations 

of the then-current $14.5 billion estimate for the Space Station, 

including the absence of any cost associated with the space shuttle 

flights needed to assemble and initially supply it. The agency's 

reoent $30 billion estimate includes some of the uost of shuttle 

flights for assembly and initial support. The agency's earlier 
') 
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resistanoe to reoognieing that some speoe shuttle ooets are 

properly allooable to the Spaoe Station oost estimate partially 

explaine the $16.5 billion pep between the two estimates. 

Until laet yesrl NASA did not offioially reoogniee the allooability 

of projeot-related oosts outside those to be funded by its research 

and development budget account. In January 1990 we reported on an 

agreement between NASA and its authorizations and appropriations 

subcommittees under which NASA would report a more complete coat 

estimate twioe a year on ite major development projects. However, 

we will aontinue to review 8nd report on NASA's development of 

projeot ooet estimates. 

Pinanoial Management 

In e8rly 1988 we noted that NASA w&s substantially complying with 

federal finanaiel reporting requirements in prepering its Report on 

Pinanciel Position, but that improvements were possible in its 

accounting for, or reporting on, intra-agency transactions, 

capitalization policy, and inventory valuation methods. About a 

year and a half later, in September 1990, we reported that NASA, in 

conjunction with the Office of Management and Budget, had deleted 

the funding of ongoing projects from the budget request before 

their suitability for alternative private financing bed been 

adequately determined. Finelly, we recently reported that NASA 

needed to assess its internal management controls for ensuring it 
. 
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had timely, oomplete, and aoourate aooounting information on its 

gr8nteea' uses of federal funds. 

While isolated, individual finanoial management-related problema 

oan be identified and oorreoted, there is a more vital, overriding 

issue. NASA’s ourrent acoounting and reporting systems are costly 

and outdated and are not in compliance with OMB or the Chief 

Finanoial Offioers Act of 1990 requirements for a single, 

integrated financial management system. NASA is currently 

designing 8nd developing a standard, agencywide acoounting system 

to meet theee requirement8 and to improve its ability to prepare 

consistent, reliable, and timely finanoial reports. 

Our current review of NASA's accounting system design and 

development efforts discloses that NASA does not have an approved 

projeot plan and doea not identify all oosts, milestones, or 

system oonversion and implementation requirements. As a result, 

the system, which is currently planned to be fully implemented by 

June 1996, will cost more and take longer to implement than is 

currently estimated. Until the new system is successfully 

implemented, NASA will continue to experience difficulty in 

producing consistent, reliable, and timely financial reports. Our 

report on NASA's efforts will be issued later this month. 
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Information Management 

In reoent yeer61 we have reported on a number of NASA's 

information menagement aotivitiee, inoluding ita management of 

rrpsoe soienoe data and automated administrative systems; 

development and deployment of advanoed epaoecraft computers; and 

space shuttle software development, verification, and validation. 

I previously noted NASA's difficulties in managing the space 

science data it has already collected. The other major theme 

emerging from our information management work has been NASA's 

future information management requirements--specifically, the need 

to develop data-handling capabilities for major projects, like the 

Spaoe Station and the Earth Observing System, both of which are in 

relatively early development stages. Our specific interests have 

included the need to become more efficient in developing and 

deploying advanoed epaoeoraft computers and the need to deal with 

the extraordinary volume of data to be archived, which is estimated 

to increase by more than 5,600 percent during the 1990s. 

x * 1: t * 

NASA is a large, diverse agency that deals extensively in 

teohnologically challenging and high-risk research and development 

projeota, many of which have been receiving a lot of public 

attention. The agenoy has grown rapidly over the last several 

years and will have to continue growing just to carry out its 
. 
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already approved aotivitiee at their currently planned pace, to say 

nothing of starting new, major projeots. 

A good sign for that future is the interest we see at the higheet 

Levels of NASA in identifying and implementing management 

improvements. When edvioe or recommendations are offered, the 

agency seems willing to consider them. In our own experience in 

reoent years, we have seen general acceptance of most of our 

reoommendations. 

At the same time, we believe our work shows that there are 

eipnifioant management problem8 at NASA and that the agency faces a 

formidable task for the foreseeable future. 

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my statement. I will be pleased to 

answer any questions you or the members may have. 
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I 

MAJOR GAO PRODUCTS ON NASA MANAGEMENT ISSUES 
(1988 TO PRESENT) 

Finanoiel ReDortina: NASA Can InDrove Comalianoe With GAO 
Standards and Treaeury Reauirements (GAO/AFMD-88-21, 
Feb. 29, 1988). 

Snaoe Operations: Testing of NASA's Technioal and Management 
Information System (GAO/IMTEC-88-28, Mar. 8, 1988). 

National Aerosnaoe Plane: A Technology Development and 
Demonstration Program to Build the X-30 (GAO/NSIAD-88-122, 
Apr. 27, 1988). 

Snaoe Soienoe: Status of the Hubble Space Telesoooe Program 
(GAO/NSIAD-880118BR, May 2, 1988). 

SDaoe Station: NASA Efforts To Establish a Design-To-Life-Cycle 
Cost Prooees (GAO/NSIAD-88-147, May 5, 1988). 

Sr>aoe ExDIoration: NASA's Deer, Soace Missions Are ExDeriencinq 
Long Delays (GAO/NSIAD-88-128BR, May 27, 1988). 

Space Exploration: Cost, Schedule, and Performance of NASA's 
Ulyeeee Mission to the Sun (GAO/NSIAD-88-129FS, May 27, 1988). 

Saaoe ExDioration: Cost, Schedule, and Performanoe of NASA's 
Madellen Mission to Venue (GAO/NSIAD-88-130FS, May 27, 1988). 

Space Exploration: Cost, Schedule, and Performance of NASA's Mars 
Observer Mission (GAO/NSIAD-88-137FS, May 27, 1988). 

Space Exploration: Cost, Schedule, and Performance of NASA's 
Galileo Mission to Jupiter (GAO/NSIAD-88-138FS, May 27, 1988). 

Space Shuttle: NASA's Major Changes to Flight Hardware 
(GAO/NSIAD-88-173FS, June 27, 1988). 

Space Shuttle: Changes to the Solid Rocket Motor Contract 
(GAO/NSIAD-88-203, Aug. 5, 1988). 

Civil Space: NASA's Strategic Planning Prooess 
(GAO/NSIAD-89-30BR, Nov. 30, 1988). 

Transition Series: NASA Issues (GAO/OCG-89-15TR, Nov. 1988). 
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&mm Shuttl , Readinees f Treneooeanio Abort Landing Sites 
(GAWNS:AD-89-22, De:. :ft': 1988), 

. # 
With o petiti n in Contra8tingmAot (GAO/NSIAD-89-62, 
Dee. :8f 1988): 

Space Operations: NASA Efforts to DeveloD and LIePloy Advanced 
SD8OWJT8ft Computers (GAO/IMTEC-89-17, Mar. 31, 1989). 

Spaoe Operations: NASA's Communications Support for Earth Orbitinq 
Spaoeoraft (GAO/IMTEC-89-41, Apr. 7, 1989). 

SD~C~ Shuttle: Follow-un Evaluation of NASA's Solid Rocket Motor 
Proourement (GAO/NSIAD-89-89, May 23, 1989). 

Weether Setellitee: Cost Growth and DeveIoDment Delays Jeopardize 
l . S FOr808stinSf Ability (GAO/NSIAD-89-169, June 30, 1989). 

COmDUter $eOUritY: Uneuthorized Accrees to 8 NASA Scientific 
Network (GAO/IMTEC-90-2, Nov. 13, 1989). 

NASA Pro.ieot Status ReDorts: Con~reasional Reauirements Can Be 
Met, but Reliability Must Be Ensured (GAO/NSIAD-90-40, 
Jan. 23, 1990). 

SDeOe ODerations: NASA Is Not Properly S8fegU8rding VeIuable Data 
From Peat Missions (GAO/IMTEC-90-1, Mar. 2, 1990). 

SDaoe Progrem: SDaoe Debris a Potential ThreEtt to Space Station 
8nd Shuttle (GAO/IMTEC-90-18, Apr. 6, 1990). 

Administrative Systems: NASA Should Reassess Its AIM Program 
and Rescind Its IBM-Compatible Policy (GAO/IMTEC-90-41, 
M&Y 1, 1990),. 

Space Communications: Performance of NASA's White Sands Ground 
Terminal (GAO/IMTEC-90-56, May 29, 1990). 

Technology Development: Future Use of NASA's Large FOrm8t Camera 
Is Uncertain (GAO/NSIAD-90-142, June 6, 1990). 

Snace Transportation: NASA Has No Firm Need for Increasingly 
Costly Orbital Maneuvering Vehicle (GAO/NSIAD-90-192, 
July 31, 1990). 

SDaoe Program Safety.: Funding for NASA's Safety Organizations 
') Should Be Centralized (GAO/NSIAD-90-187, Aug. 16, 1990). 
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Spaoe Data Informat n on Deta StOr8Pe Teohnolosies 
(GAO/LMTEC-90-8&S, Sept. 12, 1990). 

Snsoe Projeoto: Imorovemente Needed in SeleotinP Future Pro.~eots 
for Private Finenoing (GAO/NSIAD-90-147, Sept. 21, 1999). 

Snaoe Operations: NASA Is Not Archiving All Potentially Valuable 
D8t8 (GAO/IMTEC-91-3, Nov. 2, 1999). 

NASA Maintenance; Stronger Commitment Needed to Curb Facility 
Deterioration (GAO/NSIAD-91-34, Dec. 14, 1990). 

Sa80e Shuttle: NASA Should Implement Independent Oversight of 
Software Development (GAO/IMTEC-91-20, Feb. 22, 1991). 

S~aoe Station: NASA's Seeroh for Design, Cost, and Schedule 
Stebility Continues (GAO/NSIAD-91-125, M8r. 1, 1991). 

Environmental Proteotion: Solving NASA's Current Problems Reauires 
Anenoywide Emphesis (GAO/NSIAD-91-146, Apr. 5, 1991). 

Space Data: NASA's Future Data Volumes Create Formidable 
Challenges (GAO/IMTEC-91-24, Apr. 8, 1991). 

Questions Remein on the Costs, Uses, and Risks of the Redesigned 
SD8ce Stetion (GAO/T-NSIAD-91-26, May 1, 1991). 

Commeroial Use of Space: Many Grantees Making Progress, but NASA 
Oversight Could Be Improved (GAO/NSIAD-91-142, May 30, 1991). 

NASA Personnel: Shortages of Scientists and Engineers Due to 
Retirements Unlikely in the 1990s (GAO/NSIAD-91-185, 
June 17, 1991). 

Weather Satellites: Action Needed to Resolve Status of the 
U.S. Geostationary Satellite Program (GAO/NSIAD-91-262, 
July 24, 1991). 

Weather Satellites: The U.S. Geostationary Satellite Program is at 
a Crossroed (GAO/T-NSIAD-91-49, July 25, 1991). 
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